
For a Fast and 
eFFective recovery 
oF ankle sprains

new 2016 model  - the continuous innovation

• tibio-tarsal circumduction 
• NEW: angular velocity
• NEW: Force sensors

medislipper 1000



MEDISLIPPER 1000 is a technologically innovative apparatus, unique and specific for the muscle training and the ankle rehabilitation  in 
traumatology, sports medical and neurological fields. Allows an effective recovery of proprioception and  tibio-tarsal articulation range 
of motion in all hypo-mobility conditions.

DepenDing on the neeDs MeDisLippeR 1000 can be useD in active oR passive MoDe with aDjustabLe Resistance anD 
speeD,  so that tReatMent  can be custoMizeD accoRDing to singLe patient situation so to  optiMize  functionaL 
RecoveRy of ankLe anD LoweR LiMb.

MeDisLippeR 1000 can be expLoiteD in  MeDicaL, tRauMatoLogy, 
spoRts anD  neuRoLogicaL fieLD.
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MaxiMuM fLexibiLity
foR custoMizeD high  theRapeutic peRfoRMances

MeDisLippeR 1000 
technoLogicaLLy innovative

MeDisLippeR 1000

Allows  the functionAl recovery of the following movements:

make the diFFerence by entering medislipper 1000 in your Functional rehabilitation circuit 
For ankle injuries, as an innovative device  For the multiFunctional recovery oF tibio-
tarsal articulation.

ankLe Lesions aRe veRy coMMon tRauMas  anD have a paRticuLaRLy higheR  
inciDence aMong spoRts pRactitioneRs.



MEDISLIPPER 1000 introduces the possibility to stimulate the mechanoreceptors and proprioceptors determining a rapid muscle activation 
in all circumstances. Acting on the  articular excursion and speed of movement it is possible to act on the complex movements of the ankle 
allowing you to achieve outstanding results.

MEDISLIPPER 1000 allows an optimal recovery thanks to the execution mode PASSIVE and  ACTIVE  and to the possibility of acting 
on various parameters such as the speed of movement, the articular excursion and the resistance.

Medislipper 1000 is the new technology applied to the apparatus which allows  recovery especially after: 

how Does 
MeDisLippeR 1000 woRk?

new MeDisLippeR 1000

new technoLogy 
foR an optiMaL anD 
quick RecoveRy

DiscoveR the innovation
MeDisLippeR 1000
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new 2016 MoDeL equippeD with innovative featuRes:

anguLaR veLocity
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the evoLution of 
MeDisLippeR 1000
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Foot position

stool eXercise position

woRking  phases
MeDisLippeR 1000

passive phase: static stabiliZation
In PASSIVE mode the  movement is activated by  a specific electronic function, with this working mode there is a STATIC STABILIZATION  
of bones and ligaments as well as a PASSIVE MOBILIZATION  and PROPRIOCEPTIVE STIMULATION.

active phase: dynamic stabiliZation
In ACTIVE mode is the  patient that activates the  circling movement previously set by the therapist. With this working mode  there is  a 
DYNAMIC STABILIZATION on  muscular component (coordinated action) and an effective proprioceptive stimulation.

Thanks to the specific FORCE SENSORS you can monitor the angular velocity of the active exercise (revolutions per second) and the 
imprinted  force (Newton). This feature therefore allows the therapist to check the actual improvement of the patient as a result of rehabilitation 
or training carried out.

evaluation oF treatment

how to use 
MeDisLippeR 1000 ?

position the patient’s foot in the dedicated housing and block it with  the stripes included. Cross the stripes  around the foot  to position it 
properly, as showed in  picture  (1, 2 and 3).

use for the exercise a stool with height regulator modified  in 
order to find the  right position  for each single patient (57/70 cm).

In order to perform the exercise correctly, the patient’s 
leg must  be positioned as showed in the picture.
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technicaL specifications
MeDisLippeR 1000

chaRacteRistics
MeDisLippeR 1000

220/230 V ≈ 50/60 Hz

150 Watt 

EN 60601-1-2

110 kg

Power supply:

Max absorption: 

EMI  directive: 

Max patient weight allowed:
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thanks to  
MeDisLippeR 1000
it is possibLe to  obtain 
outsaDing ResuLts in 
MeDicaL, spoRts anD 
tRauMatoLogy fieLDs. 

1Setting console 
for Passive mode. 

Clutch  to set 
effort intensity 
in Active mode.

2Emergency 
button.

Housing of foot 
and leg covered 

with fabric.

Knob for circling 
amplitude setting.

Force
 sensors.



Medisport S.r.l.
via Acque Alte 23

04010 Borgo Podgora (Latina) -  Italy
Tel: +39 0773 636100

Fax: +39 0773 636002
www.medisport.it
info@medisport.it

http://www.medislipper-medisport.com
http://store.medisport.it

Want to learn more 
about Medislipper 1000? 

ContaCt our sales office 
our operator will respond your issues.

REQUESt free no obligation quote
Writing an e-mail to:
 info@medisport.it 

REQUESt from abroad
Write an e-mail to: 
 export@medisport.it

tHE EXPERt will reply to queries
Write at:
 expert@medisport.it

REaD our scientific references on our website
 www.medisport.it


